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1. Introduction

Carbon taxes and other climate policy measures are not introduced in a policy vacuum: there are always existing policies and regulations with which they need to be in compliance and with which interactions will unfold. These interactions can enhance or obstruct the effectiveness of the chosen climate change measures. The *2021 UN Handbook on Carbon Taxation for Developing Countries* (the UN Handbook) discusses the different types of instruments and examined possible interactions between carbon taxes and other policy instruments. It emphasizes that clarity on the different interactions and challenges associated with interrelated policies and instruments is essential for effective policy implementation. The existing policy and regulatory framework should therefore be closely examined by policy makers when designing and implementing carbon taxes and other climate policy measures.

The current contribution seeks to offer other perspectives, for example, by taking incentives of market participants as a central theme. The underlying theoretical idea is that laws/rules set incentives for actors to behave in a desirable (social welfare enhancing) fashion. The theoretical grounding for this lies in ‘Law & Economics’, the economic analysis of law. A simple example explains this point: people may be aware of a municipal rule that they have to put money in a parking meter when they park their cars. Yet individuals will often only be doing so if it is incentive compatible for them to do so, i.e., if they benefit from following the rules. If it is a cold and rainy day, risks of being detected and fined may be lower and hence some drivers might decide that adhering to rules may not be in their self-interest. The example shows that an incentive (Law & Economics) based approach can help to shape and design rules and their implementation in such a way as to make them both effective and efficient.

Section 2 of this paper presents insights into instrument choice by providing a review of the advantages and disadvantages of carbon taxes, emissions trading systems and regulatory measures. All these instruments can be used to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, but they have different strengths and weaknesses. In practice a combination of such instruments (instrument mixes) will be used to address climate change and aid the realization of other policy objectives.

Section 3 identifies instruments that are employed in various jurisdictions to combat climate change. This contribution does not attempt to be exhaustive. Instead, it endeavors to take stock of the diversity of instruments used in various countries and examines how these instruments are designed.

Section 4 will build upon the discussion in Sections 2 and will outline the interactions between the various instruments, paying particular attention to the pitfalls to be avoided by policy makers.

2. Insights on instrument choice

The climate change crisis needs to be addressed urgently. Greenhouse gas emissions must be reduced. There are various instruments that policymakers can use to achieve their climate targets. The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and the Paris Agreement on Climate Change do not prescribe specific instruments to be used but leave it to countries to determine ways to realize their own reduction targets. In doing so, the agreements allow for flexibility in the methods each country can use to achieve emission reductions and adapt to climate change, acknowledging the different circumstances, capacities, and national priorities of each country.

Different policy instruments for tackling climate change exhibit varying strengths and weaknesses. This section examines the advantages and disadvantages of various approaches, including command-and-control type of public law regulations and pricing instruments such as carbon taxation and emissions trading. Finally, some insights are provided for consideration by developing countries.
2.1 Overview

Market actors are thought to be self-interested and that they react to costs and benefits when they take decisions. In line with basic assumptions on demand and supply of goods, we can predict that if prices of goods are low, more of them will be demanded and if prices are high, less of them will be demanded. This insight is especially relevant when the production of goods is associated with carbon emissions or other forms of environmental pollution. If producers are not held accountable for the pollution, they will only take their own production costs into account and hence offer the goods for a price that is too low, not taking into account the social cost of pollution. The market thus fails to deliver adequate information on the optimal quantity that is to be produced and consumed by society. Too much is being produced and consumed and as a consequence environmental pollution is too high.

Whenever social costs of production exceed the private costs of production, economists speak of ‘externalities’. If the social costs of pollution are not taken into account, carbon emissions constitute a ‘negative externality’ leading to overprovision. This 'market failure' can be corrected by ‘internalizing the negative effects’, i.e. bringing them into the market price mechanism by putting a price on carbon emissions. The price of the product should be inflated to adequately reflect social costs in order to create incentives to use less of the goods. Via pricing instruments, such as carbon taxation or emissions trading, the absolute loss to society that stems from the excessive use of scarce resources is reduced to a socially desirable level.

Putting a price on pollution will thus lead to higher product prices and to less consumption. Despite this, or rather precisely because of this, society is better off because excessive consumption and production is associated with detrimental levels of pollution.

The lack of flexibility and incentives is often considered a disadvantage of traditional command and control type of approaches. They are often too general (‘one hat fits all’ approaches do often not work well) to allow for a differentiation between polluting firms’ abatement cost structures and potentials. Fine-tuned regulations such as permit schemes are expensive and require a lot of administrative efforts. Carbon pricing is one of the ways that can be employed to achieve emission reductions. Following the economic insight that there is an interrelation between the price and the quantity, both price and quantity can be targeted to reduce emissions. Carbon taxation sets a price for emissions, but how the market reacts to this price increase in reducing emissions is uncertain (i.e., price certainty vs environmental effectiveness uncertainty). A (cap-and-trade) emissions trading system sets a quantity of emission allowances but might present uncertainty about how prices would respond (i.e., environmental effectiveness certainty vs price uncertainty).

The idea to tax externalities and bring them within the framework of the market price mechanism goes back to the British economist Arthur C. Pigou who developed this idea in 1920. Under a Pigouvian tax a firm’s marginal private costs are increased to reflect in proportion the social marginal cost of pollution (hence reflecting all externalities) and as a consequence firms will maximize profits by reducing activity levels to the social optimum. This has the effect that the production and pollution are reduced, government revenue is generated, and that the benefits accruing to both producers and consumers (consumer and producer surplus) are lowered. Overall, society is better off because of the reduced pollution.

To employ an optimal Pigouvian tax, the marginal production costs and marginal social costs (expressed in monetary terms) must be known, not only to producers but also to the government. Only then can a tax level be set for each level of output that is capable of internalizing the corresponding externality per unit of output. Since such information is difficult and expensive to obtain, American economists

---

William J. Baumol and Wallace E. Oates proposed that governments could instead determine an acceptable (ideally optimal) level of pollution and set a tax that would give rise to this norm. The tax would then uniformly be applied to each unit of production. This has the effect that the pollution and production are reduced, substantial government revenue is generated (more than under a Pigouvian tax), and that the benefits from transactions accruing to producers and consumers (consumer and producer surplus) are lowered. Especially producers are losing to the government. Overall, society is better off because of the reduced pollution. For a concise presentation of the Pigouvian tax and the Baumol and Oates tax, see the Annex to this paper.

Carbon taxes in both the Pigouvian and the Baumol and Oates tradition set a price and leave the environmental effect to be determined by the market. Emissions trading systems by contrast set a quantity and leave the price to be determined by the market. So, in essence under carbon tax schemes the price is set in light of the externalities, while under a (cap-and-trade) emissions trading system the externalities inform the quantity setting but the market price is determined by the carbon abatement costs of companies. Emissions trading systems can be traced back to Dales’ (1968) idea of marketable emission permits (often referred to as ‘emission allowances’) that are issued to polluters. Polluters are only allowed to pollute if they hold such an emission allowance. Since the number of allowances issued by the government is predetermined, the environmental effectiveness of the emissions trading system is guaranteed (provided of course that it is based on a cap-and-trade design). The market price and polluters’ individual abatement costs determine which actors will pollute and which actors will abate. Government revenue can be raised if emission allowances are for example sold at auction, but in practice several emission trading schemes allocate substantial amounts of allowances for free.

Both taxation and emissions trading can be used to increase costs for producers. The legal incident of increasing costs or levying taxes is, however, logically separable from its economic incident. Who actually bears most of the costs of an environmental measure – producers or consumers – does not depend on who is legally charged with paying but is purely dependent upon demand and supply elasticity.

2.2 Command-and-control type of legislation

Traditionally environmental law largely consisted of ‘command and control’ type of public law regulation. Examples include production permits or licenses but can also extend to actual production bans or bans on the use of particular technologies such as coal.

2.2.1 Advantages of command-and-control type of regulation

There are several advantages of command-and-control type of regulation that are implemented via public law provisions, including the following:

(1) Public law provisions are mandatory. Private parties must comply and do not have the discretion to decide for themselves how they would like to behave in a particular situation. Negotiations between involved parties that are generally allowed under private law are not allowed under public law.

(2) Public law provisions can be very effective and lead to more certain outcomes. Because command and control type of regulation is mandatory, it can be very effective immediately and be used to set the allowed quantity of emissions, or even introduce complete bans on harmful substances. The effect of the policies is easier to predict than the use of taxes, where setting the right level of a tax requires understanding the behavior of firms and individuals on the market, and therefore faces more uncertainty in outcome. Complete bans on harmful substances or production methods can be implemented. Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs), for example, were banned in several jurisdictions, having a positive impact on the reduction of the Ozone hole.
Violations of public law provisions can be punished severely. Even if many violations can result in administrative sanctions or fines for companies, criminal liabilities can also be imposed on company representatives.

Polluters that violate public law provisions can be identified by employing the full force of government authority. The government can be expected to have better information about activities taking place within their jurisdiction than private parties. Thus, the government is better able to identify polluters. This benefit may be somewhat weaker in the case of climate change because carbon emissions are a global pollutant and differences in carbon concentrations are not easily attributable to a specific location or region or polluter.

Government authorities possess the power to enter production premises and take samples. This power is not as readily available in the context of private enforcement contexts.

Pollution permits or standards can be used to reduce the generally high costs of public rules enforcement. This is especially based on the understanding that public rules must be set, updated, controlled and violations must be punished.

2.2.2 Disadvantages of command-and-control type of regulation

Command-and-control type of regulation presents some challenges, including the following:

(1) Production permits require polluters to observe specific emission standards but do not limit the actual quantity of pollution that results from high production activity levels. The underlying criticism is that even if the environmental efficiency of production is enhanced, if more is produced, more absolute pollution is generated, leading to serious degradation of environmental quality. In order to take due account of production activity levels command-and-control regulation could instead focus on laying down absolute emission targets or environmental quality standards.

(2) Command-and-control regulation requires that standards are set optimally. Standard setting involves high information costs. Reliance on industry information can help to reduce information costs, but it creates the clear risk that industry offers distorted information so as to impact standard setting and thus undermines the effectiveness of command-and-control regulation.

(3) Setting standards can be administratively burdensome for a government and require significant technical capability, as it needs to evaluate different options, emissions levels, etc., in order to ‘pick a winner’. If new technology becomes available or new insights about climate change emerge, the government needs to quickly update its rules. Particularly in the area of climate change, it has been shown that in the recent decades environmental objectives have been updated every few years and new production technology has been developed rapidly.

(4) Command-and-control regulation also requires optimal enforcement. Enforcement costs can be high. The responsibility for enforcement rests with the government. Often governmental bodies do not have adequate capability (including sufficient human resources) to investigate and undertake on-site visits, and to identify the many different ways rules can be circumvented. If enforcement is less than optimal, profits can be earned from pollution. Although relying on industry information could reduce enforcement costs, there is the risk that this information is distorted.

(5) Command-and-control regulation presents diminished incentive to reduce pollution after a certain point. Public law standards or rules must be complied with. Once in compliance there are no further incentives for reducing pollution or to invest in more environmentally friendly
technology. This is also exhibited in the fact that polluters bear the costs of complying with regulatory standards. Once they are in compliance, they can continue production and pollution. The costs of residual pollution are thus not borne by the polluter (polluter pays principle is not complied with) and the legal liability for pollution may also be absent or shifted to the government.

(6) Command-and-control type of regulation cannot ensure the equalization of marginal abatement costs among polluters. Every polluter must comply with the same rules independent of abatement costs, rendering this instrument inefficient and attaining an environmental standard costly for society. Making rules more company specific is generally not feasible because of the prohibitively high information and regulatory costs.

2.3 Market based instruments

Market based instruments set financial incentives to influence behavior. Typical examples include tax instruments and emissions trading systems. Sometimes discussions in literature include tort law as it also sets financial incentives. For present purposes, this paper only considers carbon taxation and emissions trading.

2.3.1 Carbon taxation

Carbon taxation has a number of advantages and disadvantages that should be considered. This passage also pays due attention to the two generic tax designs, Pigouvian taxes and Baumol and Oates taxes.

2.3.1.1 Advantages of carbon taxation

Carbon taxes have various advantages, including the following:

1. Carbon taxes provide clear and continuous price signals incentivizing the reduction of pollution. A clear price signal will reduce business uncertainty, help to avoid stranded assets or technological lock-ins, and offer the possibility to innovate and invest in abatement opportunities. If tax rates are known beforehand (e.g. when Baumol and Oates type of taxes are set for a multitude of years), the price signals are less likely to suffer from volatility. Clear price information may incentivize investments in innovation and abatement technology.

2. Carbon taxes generate revenues. These revenues address market failures and are thus welfare enhancing. If these revenues are used to reduce other market distorting taxes (such as income taxes), they can give rise to additional positive welfare effects for society (double dividend hypothesis). Baumol and Oates taxes generate higher tax revenues than Pigouvian taxes.

3. Carbon taxes can be fairly flexible. For example, they can be adjusted if environmental targets need to be sharpened or reduced in case of economic strife.

4. Carbon taxes apply in a similar fashion to both incumbent firms and new entrants. Domestically, they are thus not distorting competition on the merits between existing companies and new ones.

5. Carbon taxes are capable of setting a carbon price for both formal and informal sectors of the economy. Setting a single price for the whole economy reduces the administrative complexity of the tax. This point may merit specific consideration in countries where a substantial share of the economy consists of informal sectors.

---

2 Stranded assets are investments (assets) that become obsolete prematurely as they are unable to earn enough economic return.
(6) **Carbon taxes can be designed without being administratively burdensome.** Carbon taxes can be employed, for example, in combination with other taxes levied on the extractive industries. In the alternative, carbon taxes can also be employed at the import level, creating synergies with customs duties.

The UN Handbook distinguishes between the Fuel Approach (used for example by Sweden) and the Direct Emissions Approach (used for example by Chile) when it comes to the practical design of a carbon tax. Both approaches could be designed to avoid having to put in place not only new legal infrastructures but also make use of existing technically well-equipped administrative machinery to do benchmarking, and measurement and monitoring of carbon emissions. Thus, a Fuel Approach can make use of existing systems for collecting excise duties on fuels and a Direct Emissions Approach would include measurement and monitoring that is already necessary to satisfy the reporting requirements of the UNFCCC. New administrative implications could otherwise present obstacles for countries or jurisdictions considering introducing a carbon tax, rather than facilitating the introducing of a tax design.

(7) **Carbon taxes can be paired with other policy measures.** Carbon taxes can be introduced in the form of a policy package designed to overcome social resistance against its implementation, by using revenues to relevant areas for households and business.

### 2.3.1.2 Disadvantages of carbon taxation

There are also disadvantages associated with carbon taxation, including the following:

1. **Ensuring the exact environmental impact to be achieved through carbon taxes is not easy.** Carbon taxes operate by putting a price on carbon emissions. The carbon tax burden is either determined by reference to the actual externality that is created for each unit of output (Pigouvian tax) or based on a set emission standard (Baumol and Oates tax) that is capable to internalize the externality. The tax is generally known to polluters so that they are incentivized to produce less and to pollute less. Since most of the time there is insufficient information to introduce Pigouvian taxes, or the costs of doing so are prohibitively high, environmental taxes are often set in the Baumol and Oates tradition. Here the price is known but the exact environmental impact is uncertain. To ensure that the sought for environmental steering effect actually materializes, carbon taxes must be evaluated and adapted (often raised).

2. **Setting optimal carbon tax rates is challenging.** In order to internalize all externalities, a tax should be set in such a way that marginal benefits and marginal costs of pollution equal each other. If that is not achieved, it would undermine the effectiveness of the tax. To set an optimal tax rate, governments require optimal information, which is not always likely to be available.\(^3\) The problem of information availability is graver under a Pigouvian tax than under a Baumol and Oates tax, as the latter is only based on a uniform tax. This theoretical insight should, however, not be taken as a justification for inaction. The ‘perfect is the enemy of the good’\(^4\) and a carbon price is better than no carbon price even if the environmental steering effect is not optimal.

3. **Other intervening factors affect the effectiveness of carbon taxes.** The environmental steering effect of taxes depends on the responsiveness of the demand and supply functions to the tax burden. Only if the functions are flat (elastic) will the introduction of a carbon price lead to a


\(^4\) Different philosophers have expressed such ideas. Voltaire, in La Bégueule, writes ‘Dans ses écrits, un sage Italien, Dit que le mieux est l’ennemi du bien’ (In his writings, a wise Italian says that the best is the enemy of the good). Confucius states ‘Better a diamond with a flaw than a pebble without’. 

significant change in the consumption or supply patterns and render an environmental tax ‘effective’. In case a carbon tax is levied upon an inelastic product or behavior, the environmental steering effect will be limited and the tax is primarily revenue raising. Over time elasticities can change due to adaptation or technology changes.

(4) A uniform rate will not give optimal incentives for emission reductions. A uniform rate tax in the Baumol and Oates tradition is inconsistent with the idea of the Pigouvian tax since different actors have different marginal cost functions; therefore a uniform rate will not give optimal incentives for emission reductions. Given the climate change crisis, some action is better than no action at all.

(5) Producers lose more producer surplus and can resist carbon taxes. Under Baumol and Oates taxes producer surplus is smaller than under a Pigouvian tax. This is because producers pay a higher amount of tax to the government. Producers might therefore prefer a Pigouvian tax, provided that administrative tasks for them are not too burdensome and costly.

(6) Incentivizing the implementation of new environmentally friendly technology can be difficult. Baumol and Oates taxes are not as good as Pigouvian taxes in incentivizing the implementation of new environmentally friendly technology. The underlying intuition is that under a Pigouvian tax polluters pay for all the externality they generate and any technology reducing emissions will also reduce their tax burden. Under a Baumol and Oates uniform tax, polluters have to pay the uniform tax based on the amount of their activity or use of the tax base. Technology that reduces emissions but does not reduce the tax burden will not be implemented. Careful selection of the tax base is therefore critical.

(7) Although carbon taxes can offer administrative simplicity, other technical operational issues abound. The point of regulation of carbon taxes is a critical element for implementing carbon taxes because the administrative burden for both the Government and business rises with the number of taxpayers to be controlled. In addition, complexity in terms of monitoring, reporting and verification systems needs to be more refined if the heterogeneity of regulated entities increases.

Further, the relative ease of introducing a unit carbon tax across society, for example through a carbon tax on fuels, may make it administratively complicated to set detailed incentives for particular downstream sectors, as this may need to be achieved by reimbursement schemes. One alternative would be to set different general carbon tax levels to different sectors of society which may involve control problems. The key for the environmental effectiveness of a carbon tax is the environmental steering effect, thus the responsiveness of companies and individuals to take carbon reducing decisions (see item (3) above).

(8) Carbon taxes might present some socially undesirable effects. A carbon tax leads to social welfare increases by raising production costs and product prices, incentivizing people to consume less, by bringing negative externalities down to socially desirable levels. This restriction in consumption, while enhancing overall welfare, may have socially undesirable effects. Specifically, it could disproportionately affect low-income groups in society, for example, through rising energy prices (regressive effects). Distributive effects should be carefully considered because they can undermine the political acceptability of carbon taxes. Here the use of carbon tax revenues can be of relevance to mitigate regressive effects (see Chapter 9 of the UN Handbook).

2.3.2 Carbon Emissions trading systems

Emissions trading systems (ETS) are market-based approaches to controlling pollution by providing economic incentives for reducing the emissions of pollutants. They can be designed in different ways
and there is a substantial amount of literature discussing the various design features. This section takes a cap-and-trade ETS as a basis to discuss the advantages and disadvantages of an ETS.

### 2.3.2.1 Advantages of emissions trading systems

Below are some advantages of ETS:

1. *Regulators' control of the system informs its effectiveness.* Under a cap-and-trade system, the regulator determines directly the quantity of emission allowances that will be circulated. Since each polluter covered by the scheme must surrender allowances equivalent to the amount of pollution, the environmental effectiveness of a cap-and-trade ETS is directly determined by the regulator.

2. *ETS can present significant cost advantages for operators.* Actual abatement costs of entities are generally not known to the regulator. They can better be determined by the regulatees themselves that possess better information about production processes. An emissions trading system creates tradable property rights (emission allowances) that can be traded among polluters. Polluters can thereby determine themselves who will abate pollution and sell emission allowances to those market operators that find it too expensive to abate to reduce emissions. Allowing for trade between operators that enjoy different abatement costs leads to significant cost advantages while ensuring the realization of the environmental target.

3. *ETS allows market forces to rule.* Emissions trading systems allow market prices to be determined by demand and supply. Prices thereby automatically adjust for inflation.

4. *Potential for more acceptability.* Emission allowances are tradable permits. Such allowances may gain more political acceptance because regulators are already familiar with permits and other instruments such as (carbon) taxation is often disliked by regulatees and citizens.

5. *ETS functions as an automatic stabilizer.* Automatic stabilizers reduce the fluctuations in economic activity, dampening the economy when it is overheating, and alleviating burden on citizens when it is in recession. The burden created by emissions trading systems is determined by the allowance prices, which are subject to the forces of demand and supply. When the economy is growing and a lot of pollution is created, emission allowances are in high demand, increasing the costs of pollution.

### 2.3.2.2 Disadvantages of emissions trading systems

Emissions trading systems also have some disadvantages that should be considered, including the following:

1. *Although ETS allows market forces to rule and function as automatic stabilizers, they might not attain certain long-term objectives.* Emission allowance prices are subject to the forces of demand and supply and hence function as automatic stabilizers. This ‘strength’, however, turns into a weakness if emission allowance trading systems are intended to attain other policy objectives such as incentivizing investments into abatement technology or incentivizing the economy to transition towards carbon neutrality. The price volatility that is inherent in the emissions trading system undermines a long-term price signal that could incentivize long term investments. A good example of this problem can be seen in the price development of EU ETS allowances in the aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis. Due to a contraction of economic activity, there was an oversupply of allowances and prices were low for several years. A reform of the EU ETS was necessary to avoid more than a decade of low allowance prices due to this oversupply situation.

---

(2) *ETS need frequent reviewing and updating.* For the operation of a cap-and-trade emissions trading system, the setting of an emissions level is necessary. Setting an optimal level is, however, non-trivial. Greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere are increasing ever more quickly. Countries have been responding by frequently updating their emissions targets. Several jurisdictions including the EU, Japan and Korea, have now committed themselves to attain carbon neutrality by 2050 or by 2060 in the case of China.

(3) *ETS can give rise to carbon leakage.* Putting a price on emissions increases production costs can lead to a displacement of pollution to other jurisdictions that are not subject to similar environmental cost burdens. This is conventionally referred to as ‘carbon leakage’ and is a problem that can exist also under tax schemes.\(^6\)

(4) *ETS design and implementation may present wider policy issues.* When emissions trading systems are introduced, political acceptability for stakeholders is often times increased by allocating allowances based on historic emissions for free to them (also referred to as ‘grandfathering’). When covered entities face inelastic demand (steep demand curves), they are able to pass on a larger share of the cost burden of an ETS on to consumers. Such companies will then increase prices to consumers even though they have received emission allowances for free. They are thus enjoying ‘windfall profits’. While such transfers do not raise problems from an economic perspective, they are politically undesirable since they constitute a wealth transfer to polluters.

(5) *Emissions trading systems often only raise limited amounts of revenues for the government.* They can be based on full auctioning of allowances, but in practice large parts of allowances are allocated for free, via grandfathering or based on benchmarks (see item (4) above). Such practices are particularly used for Energy Intensive Trade Exposed industries (such as iron, steel, fertilizers and cement).

(6) *The market price for emission allowances can be inelastic.* Covered entities may not be able to reduce their emissions quickly when allowance prices increase. In such situations small changes in the quantity can have substantial impacts on the allowance price. Allowance prices may be volatile. Volatility may lead to business uncertainty and prevent covered entities from undertaking the necessary investments in abatement technology.

(7) *Emissions trading systems are costly to set up and operate.* They require detailed information about emissions and covered entities incur high transaction costs when buying and selling emissions allowances. All transactions and emissions must be monitored. Especially for emissions trading systems that not only cover fuel inputs but also process emissions (emissions created in the production process through chemical processes), the monitoring and verification processes can be expensive. Given the high transaction and monitoring costs, emissions trading is best used for large emitters that stand to gain most from trading emission allowances. Monitoring and administrative costs can be reduced by limiting the scope of the trading system by, for example, focusing on input emissions rather than process emissions.

(8) *ETS instruments may be particularly susceptible to congruent and overlapping policies that seek to achieve similar objectives.* Policies such as phasing out coal or efficiency measures in the building stock, can have repercussions on allowance demand. Falling demand will lead to reduced prices but not to a reduction in pollution under a cap-and-trade emissions trading system. This is commonly described as a ‘waterbed effect’ when emission reductions realized

---

6 The notion of carbon leakage is intricate and some policy makers consider it to be a non-issue. While this paper does not delve into the complexities of the topic, further insights can be found in the paper titled “Border Carbon Adjustments: Impact and Relevance for Developing Countries” presented as Annex B to document E/C.18/2023/CRP35 presented to the UN Tax Committee at its Twenty-seventh Session.
in one sector or jurisdiction simply enable higher emissions elsewhere among the covered entities.

(9) *ETS may distort competition between incumbents and new entrants.* Emissions trading systems based on historic allocation (grandfathering) may set new market entrants at a comparative disadvantage if new entrants are not able to be allocated for free (e.g. via a new entrants reserve).

(10) *ETS might present some socially undesirable effects.* As with carbon taxation (discussed above), when designing emissions trading systems, distributional effects are important. Emissions trading leads to social welfare increases by raising production costs and product prices, incentivizing people to consume less, and thus bringing negative externalities down to socially desirable levels. This restriction in consumption, albeit welfare enhancing, gives rise to socially undesirable effects in the sense that it hits low-income groups of society harder by e.g. rising energy prices (regressive effects). Distributive effects should be carefully considered because they can undermine the political acceptability of ETS.

### 2.4 Insights for developing countries

The subsections above presented the advantages and disadvantages of the main carbon policy instruments used to address climate change based on a Law and Economics approach. What should be clear from the above is that no system is perfect. Each has its own strengths and weaknesses.

It should also be clear that these instruments are employed in a country-specific context and that all countries are different. They have their specific legal and policy framework, industry structure, their particular resource endowments, their own energy mix and abilities to generate renewable energy. They also have their own culture and preferences. Any choice of instruments must take all such considerations into account. Special attention must be paid to what is actually feasible, both in terms of administrative capacity, as well as economically and socially.

There are, however, some common themes. Addressing climate issues requires clear regulatory frameworks and long-term policy ambition that are able to garner long term policy support. Policy makers need to balance different societal interests and clearly determine their policy objectives in order to be able to select an instrument and to determine its precise design features. Long-term visions and plans help to offer better investment outlooks that are capable of incentivizing climate friendly investments. Once the objective and its constraints are clarified, the appropriate instrument can be selected and its features designed.

In all likelihood it will not be a single instrument, a ‘one hat fits all’ solution, but a combination of different instruments that will be employed to create a harmonious and ‘smart mix of instruments’. Such smart mixes may combine pricing instruments such as carbon taxes and emissions trading with regulatory command-and-control type of measures. They could also extend to other public law fields (procurement rules, criminal law and procedural rules relating to access to information and justice) and suasive instruments such as corporate codes of conducts or labeling and certification.

### 3. Inventorying instruments employed for climate policy

#### 3.1 Overview

The UN Handbook complements the discussion on carbon taxes with practical examples from various jurisdictions. This section identifies instruments employed in various jurisdictions to combat climate change, including carbon taxation and other instruments. It does not attempt to be exhaustive but rather strives to take stock of the diversity of instruments used in various countries. The aim is to present
examples of different generic approaches that offer inspiration and a starting point for countries considering similar approaches. The selected examples are summarized in the table below.

Table 1: Summary of instruments across different jurisdictions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Country/Region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carbon taxation</td>
<td>Fuel Approach to carbon taxation in sectors not covered by the EU ETS</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Federal and subnational carbon taxation and ETS</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emissions trading</td>
<td>Cap-and-trade system with Business as Usual allocation</td>
<td>Republic of Korea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cap-and-trade system on input and process emissions</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fuel excise taxes, subsidy reductions and energy trading system</td>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Sweden’s carbon taxation regime

Sweden was among the first countries to introduce a carbon tax in the 1990s. It already had a long history of taxing fuels by an excise duty (in Sweden called energy tax) for fiscal purposes. However, from 1990’s and onwards environmental issues were given higher priority by the Government as well as by households and business; thus a carbon tax was introduced in 1991 to complement the existing energy tax. The carbon tax and the EU ETS is estimated to account for about two thirds of the reduction of 31% CO₂ emissions reduction between 1990 and 2015.

The energy tax and the carbon tax are administered under the same excise duty system. Starting out at low levels, the carbon tax levels have over the 30 years the carbon tax has been in force been increased step-by-step and nowadays the carbon tax is substantially higher than the energy tax and in 2022 amounted to SEK 1200 (USD 115) per tonne fossil carbon emitted.

Sweden’s carbon tax is in the legislation expressed in normal trade units (weight or volume, such as litres or kilograms). These tax rates have been calculated by the Government when drafting the carbon tax legislation and are not left to the agencies responsible for administering and collecting the tax. This removes the need to measure emissions at point of emissions to air. The calculations have been made based on average internationally acknowledged heating values carbon emission factors for different fuels, which gives an accurate estimation of actual emissions. The last producer or supplier in the value

---

7 For further information please https://www.government.se/government-policy/swedens-carbon-tax/swedens-carbon-tax/
9 As an example, expressed in 1 000 liters, the tax rates for heating gas oil were in 2022 SEK 3490 (USD 334) carbon tax and SEK 921 (USD 88) energy tax, which means a total carbon and energy taxation of SEK 4411 (422 USD).
chain is responsible for paying the tax, but the tax is usually passed on to the consumer as a part of the price the consumer pays.

Public acceptability of the carbon tax is facilitated by general environmental concerns of the need to fight climate change, both from households and businesses

- Broad political consensus
- Availability of feasible options (biofuels, district heating, public transport, housing insulation etc.)
- Gradual introduction: a step-by-step approach combined with limited tax exemptions or reductions for certain areas of the economy
- Revenue use: mainly to provide options and to aid schemes

As result the fossil heating fuel use has dropped by 85% since 1990 and now represents only 2% of Sweden’s total greenhouse gas emissions. Fossil heating fuels have been nearly phased out. Fossil fuel has been replaced by district heating (large heating installations interconnected in city grids, supplying heating and cooling to households and business, fuelled by mainly household waste and wood scraps), wood pellets burners and heat pumps. The transition to district heating was instrumental to this success: district heating covers now around 92% of all Swedish flats. But there have also been temporary aid schemes to support the conversion to renewable energy heating sources (e.g. for solar cells).

Upon the introduction of the carbon tax, lower tax rates were applied for industry. Those initially lower carbon tax rates for industry have gradually been reduced and from 2018 there is no longer a reduction available. The service sector (e.g. offices, shops) has had no tax reductions.

In Sweden a large part of heavy industry (such as steel, cement, paper and pulp, chemicals) as well as district heating plants (see description above) is covered by the EU ETS, which applies in Sweden. Fuels used in the EU ETS installations are exempted from the carbon tax (which helps avoid double taxation). This means that carbon tax since the introduction of the EU ETS has been focused on motor fuels and heating fuels used in sectors not covered by the emissions trading (households, service sectors and small manufacturing industries in for example metal working and textile sectors). Approximately 95% of Swedish fossil carbon emissions are covered by either the carbon tax or the EU ETS.

3.3 Mexico’s federal and subnational carbon taxation and ETS system

Mexico’s approach is particularly interesting not only because it combines upstream carbon taxation on fuels and emissions trading at federal level, but it also allows the introduction of environmental measures (including carbon pricing) at state level. Mexican climate policy is thus characterized by many different actors and instruments. At federal level an upstream excise duty on fuels for CO₂ and a CO₂ emissions trading system, and, at State level, a point emissions tax for various GHG emissions.

The federal carbon tax entered into force in 2014. It applies to production, import and commercialization of fossil fuels intended for combustion processes with the exception of natural gas (most commonly used fossil fuel in electricity generation) and other fossil fuels that are not intended for combustion (such as paraffin for example). The tax rate is based on the carbon content of the fuel and consequently depending on the type of fuel. For 2022 the following rates were applicable for petroleum coke: MXN 21.87 (USD 1.25), mineral coal: MXN 38.62 (USD 2.19) and coal coke: MXN 51.29 (USD 2.92). The federal carbon tax falls under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Finance, but collection is facilitated/administered by the Tax Administration Service, with revenue flowing into the national general budget. The federal carbon tax also offers the possibility to offset carbon tax obligations via certified emission reduction (CER) units generated from clean development mechanism (CDM) project activities. Given that such offsetting can only take place based on the monetary values of the CDMs rather than their greenhouse gas offset value and the complex administrative process that has to be followed, most tax obligations are complied with directly.
The General Climate Change Law allows states to apply fiscal, financial or market instruments that encourage compliance with the Mexican Climate Change policy. The competence of States to implement environmental tax initiatives was also confirmed by the Supreme Court of Justice of the Nation in 2019. Currently there are six States where a carbon tax is in force (Zacatecas, Tamaulipas, Querétaro, Yucatán, State of Mexico, and Baja California (inactive at the moment)). In addition a carbon tax proposal has been approved by Congress in the case of Guanajuato. Also Jalisco is currently discussing the introduction of a carbon tax. The point of regulation of the carbon taxes is downstream, except for Baja California where it is upstream. The subnational tax schemes generally extend to fixed sources and cover 6 greenhouse gases (CO\(_2\), CH\(_4\), N\(_2\)O, HFC, PFC and SF\(_6\)). The coverage in terms of gases is more limited for the State of Mexico’s scheme and for Jalisco. The tax rate differs substantially between the different sub-national systems ranging from 43 MXN (USD 2.45) per t\(\text{CO}_2\) equivalent in State of Mexico to 539 MXN (USD 30.69) per t\(\text{CO}_2\) equivalent in Querétaro. Only two of the states that currently have a carbon tax (Querétaro and Yucatán) use flexibility mechanisms in the form of tax incentives and compensations. All states use the revenues to support environmental and economic or infrastructure projects.

Mexico has introduced its ETS in January 2020 and it is the first of its kind in Latin America. It covers direct \(\text{CO}_2\) emissions from fixed sources in the energy and industry sectors emitting at least 100,000 t\(\text{CO}_2\) per year, covering around 40% of national GHG emissions and around 289 installations.\(^{11}\) Allocation is based on grandfathering and a fixed emissions cap based on a business-as-usual emission target of -35% by 2030 and -50% below 2000 levels by 2050. The system is implemented in multiple phases, starting with a 2 year pilot phase (2020-2021), a transitional phase (2022) and subsequent operational phases that commenced in 2023.

### 3.4 Republic of Korea’s ETS

As early as the 2009 Copenhagen Accord, the Republic of Korea (ROK) used a business-as-usual approach for setting its climate reduction targets. It pledged a 30% reduction below 2020 levels, equivalent to a 4% emission reduction in absolute terms below 2005 levels. This business-as-usual target setting approach was pursued under ‘The Low Carbon and Green Growth Framework Act’ (2010) which tried to balance carbon reduction and economic prosperity. Over time the carbon reduction target was strengthened to -37%, consisting of a domestic target of -30% (later reduced to -25.7%) and a reduction target of -11.3% to be achieved abroad. In 2021 ROK legislated the ‘Framework Act on Carbon Neutrality and Green Growth for Climate Crisis Response’ which abandoned the business-as-usual approach for an absolute emission reduction target. ROK’s updated 2021 NDC target is set at -40% below 2018 levels by 2030. Carbon neutrality is to be achieved by 2050.

The choice for a business-as-usual approach can also strongly impact the efficacy of climate change instruments. Markets operate best under conditions of scarcity and business-as-usual targets may be less stringent in absolute terms.

ROK’s ETS (K-ETS) started in 2015. It was the first nationwide ETS in East Asia. The K-ETS covers 684 of the country’s largest emitters from six sectors (69 sub-sectors) (heat and power, industry, buildings, transportation, waste, and the public sector), accounting for ~73.5% (during the 2021-2025 phase 3) of national greenhouse gas emissions. It covers direct emissions of six greenhouse gases (CO\(_2\), CH\(_4\), N\(_2\)O, PFCs, HFCs, SF\(_6\)) as well as indirect emissions from electricity consumption. It is implemented in phases. Phases 1 and 2 were 3 years long (2015-2017, 2018-2020) and as of phase 3 they are 5 years long (2021-2025).

The K-ETS is designed as a cap-and-trade system, but the allocation cap was set in a bottom-up fashion in consultation with energy intensive trade exposed industries. Getting the allocation right and ensuring scarcity can be challenging and the business-as-usual emphasis adds a layer of complexity. Market data for phase 1 shows that the K-ETS demonstrates both steadily increasing allowance prices and

transaction volumes, implying that the market is working. The K-ETS has also contributed to improving the carbon intensity in the manufacturing and building sectors but not in the power sector. Allowance prices declined between early 2020 and Autumn of 2021 and after a rebound declined again since the beginning of 2022.

The K-ETS has also an elaborate market stability instrument. In case of substantial price increases satisfying particular thresholds, the Government may take measures for stabilizing the markets, by for example releasing additional allowances, setting a temporary price floor or ceiling, alter the offset quota, alter the borrowing rules or requiring compliance entities to hold a maximum or minimum number of allowances. Stabilizing measures have already been implemented; for example, additional allowances were auctioned in 2018, and price floors were introduced in April and June 2021. The ultimate decision whether or not market stabilization measures are implemented is subject to political decisions by the Government and the Emission Permits Allocation Committee, and hence neither entirely rule-based, nor discretionary.

3.5 EU ETS

The EU ETS is an example of a cap-and-trade system setting a carbon price on input and process emissions. It was introduced in 2005 and extends to many sectors and gases, covering currently around 5000 operators and 11000 installations from energy, ferrous metals, minerals, pulp and paper, accounting for around 45% of EU’s total greenhouse gas emissions. The system thus requires a lot of detailed information to function properly, information that is not always available to decision makers. The ‘learning by doing’ phase (2005-2007) of the EU ETS was therefore really needed to bring the amount of allowances and emissions into equilibrium (as elaborated below, this was not enough and a market stability mechanism had to be introduced).

In 2012 the ETS scope was extended to aviation emissions, and additional sectors (aluminium, carbon capture and storage, petrochemicals and chemicals) were added during the third trading phase (2013-2020). The EU ETS does not only cover energy-using power stations and combustion installations with a thermal rated input exceeding 20 MW in the EU but also those in Lichtenstein, Iceland and Norway.

In terms of greenhouse gases it covers carbon dioxide (CO₂), methane (CH₄), nitrous oxide (N₂O), sulphur hexafluoride (SF₆), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) and input as well as process emissions. It is designed as a cap-and-trade system, initially without any type of price support system. The allocation was based on historic emissions (grandfathering) and to a very limited degree on auctioning. A new entrance reserve secured the allocation of allowances to new companies so as to maintain a level playing field between them and incumbent companies. During the third trading phase (2013-2020) the allocation decisions that were formerly undertaken by Member States on the basis of predetermined criteria were centralized, putting the European Commission into the driving seat, and henceforth were based on benchmarking and auctioning for the electricity sector.

In preparation of the fourth trading phase (2021-2030) a new legislative package was prepared in 2018 to strengthen the emission reduction target to 43% below 2005 levels and to address the excess supply situation that depressed emission allowance prices. The carbon leakage list for energy intensive and trade exposed industry was revised and additional funding was made available to support low carbon innovation and energy sector modernization.

Yet even before the fourth trading phase (2021-2030) began the European Parliament declared a climate emergency and requested the European Commission to present proposals to reduce emissions by 55% below 1990 levels and to ensure that all relevant legislative and budget proposals be designed to limit global warming to 1.5 °C Celsius.

13 Ibid.
The proposed ‘Fit for 55’ legislative package encompasses several policy initiatives, which aim to set the EU on the path to a green transition, to reduce emissions by 2030 by at least 55% and with the ultimate goal of reaching climate neutrality by 2050.

Also the EU ETS is changed to reflect the increased climate ambition of the EU. It is extended to include maritime transport, and carbon leakage is addressed via a carbon border adjustment mechanism. In addition in December 2022 the Council of the EU reached a provisional deal with the European Parliament to strengthen the emission reduction of sectors covered by the EU ETS to 62% below 2005 levels by 2030.

Moreover, a new self-standing emissions trading system for buildings and road transport will be established to help EU Member States to attain their national targets.

3.6 India’s fuel excise taxes, subsidy reductions and energy trading system

At present India does not have a cap-and-trade system nor an explicit carbon price. Instead, India has introduced several schemes which impose an implicit price on carbon. The example of India demonstrates the use of fuel excise taxes and subsidy reductions and an energy trading system as an indirect approach to carbon pricing.

In 2010 India introduced ‘the Clean Energy Cess on Coal’ in an amendment to the Finance Act. This cess sets an implied carbon price and is levied on items specified in the Tenth Schedule of the Finance Act of 2010 (including Coal, briquettes Lignite and Peat). The cess was initially applied at a rate of 50 INR (USD 0.73) per tonne and rising to 400 INR (USD 4.83) in 2016. The Clean Energy Cess on Coal was abolished by the Taxation Laws Amendment Act of 2017. The Goods and Services Tax (GST) Compensation Cess was introduced in 2017 as a consumption-based tax with a broad tax base. It also extends to Coal, ovoids, briquettes, and similar solid fuels manufactured from lignite, coal, whether or not agglomerated, excluding jet, peat (including peat litter), whether or not agglomerated, levying 400 INR (USD 4.83) per tonne. The GST Compensation Cess was envisaged to raise revenues to reimburse states for revenue losses brought on by the new indirect tax system.15

India has likewise changed its carbon subsidy system into one that resembles carbon taxation by reducing subsidies and raising excise taxes on fossil fuels (petroleum and diesel). In India, a positive Net Effective Carbon Rate (ECR) applies to 54.7% of GHG emissions as of 2021, while fossil fuel subsidies only apply to 2.5% of emissions. In essence, an effective carbon rate refers to the sum of tradable emission permit prices, carbon taxes and fuel excise taxes which result in a price on carbon emissions. Average fuel excise taxes amounted to 1155.76 INR (USD 14) in the same year, a rise of 305.67 INR (USD 3.70) per tonne from 2018. Since 2018, subsidies have been reduced by 89.5%, to an average of 14.93 INR (USD 0.18) per tonne of CO2.

While the above shows that India does not have an explicit carbon pricing system, India has pursued an alternative approach. The Bureau of Energy Efficiency (BEE) of India provided a draft plan for the phase-wise implementation of a nationwide trading system called ‘Perform, Achieve and Trade’ (PAT). The rationale of this trading system is to incentivize organizations to voluntarily contribute to fulfilling the Nationally Determined Contribution (NDC) commitments under the Paris Agreement.

The PAT trading system establishes precise energy reduction targets to cut emissions from energy intensive industrial sectors by issuing Energy Saving Certificates to industries that surpass the targets. Energy Saving Certificates are each worth one metric tonne of oil equivalent. However, the certificates must be purchased through a centralized trading system run by the Indian Energy Exchange by

14 The ordinary legislative procedure in the EU is a co-decision procedure involving the Council of the EU, representing the interests of the national government of the Member States) and the European Parliament.
industries that are unable to reach these targets. Industries that do not purchase the certificates or meet the targets by their own actions are liable to financial penalty under the Energy Conservation Act, 2001. The PAT scheme has been implemented in several cycles. Cycle 6 began in April 2020 and covered 1073 industries as well as 13 industrial and service sectors, accounting for 50% of India’s primary consumption. These sectors are: aluminium, cement, fertilizer, pulp and paper, thermal power plant, chlor-alkali, iron and steel, textile, railways, petroleum refinery, petrochemicals, distribution companies (DISCOMs)\(^{16}\) and hotels (under commercial buildings). Cycle 7 was notified for the period of FY 2022-23 to 2024-25 wherein 707 designated consumers have been notified with overall energy saving target of 8.485 MTOE. It extends to the following 9 energy-intensive sectors: aluminium, cement, chlor-alkali, iron and steel, pulp and paper, textiles, thermal power plants, railways and DISCOM.\(^{17}\)

In addition to the PAT trading system for Energy Saving Certificates, there is also a trading system for Renewable Energy Certificates (REC). The Indian Electricity Act, 2003, introduced the Renewable Purchase Obligation (RPO) obliging large energy consumers, all electricity distribution license holders or large captive generation plants\(^{18}\) to produce or purchase part of their energy from renewable energy sources. The REC scheme was created to ensure sufficient demand and supply for renewable energy generation.\(^{19}\) A REC is a tradable certificate representing one-megawatt hour (MWh) of energy produced by renewable sources. If covered entities fall short of their renewable energy target set by the energy regulator they can purchase RECs to make up for the difference. The REC thus creates an additional financing mechanism for renewable energy sources.

In December 2022, the Rajya Sabha (the Council of States) adopted an amendment bill to the 2001 Energy Conservation Act, establishing a framework for a carbon credit trading system. This might be considered the beginning of the 2021 draft blueprint’s first phase. The blueprint document discusses approaches for removing barriers in trading and issuing Energy Saving Certificates, thereby suggesting methods for establishing a voluntary carbon market in India. It also offers recommendations to remove market obstacles. In accordance with Section 14 of the Bill, registered entities may get certificates for the reduction of carbon emissions from the central government of India or any approved agency. The targets may be stated in emission intensity reduction (measured in tCO\(_2\)) rather than energy intensity for the next PAT cycles (Cycles 9 till 11) scheduled after 3 to 5 years. By dividing the factory's total emissions by total production, one can calculate the emission intensity.

In its updated NDC, India committed to reduce its emissions intensity by 45% below 2005 levels by 2030 and to increase the share of non-fossil power capacity to 50% by 2030. India outlined that market-based instruments, including fiscal instruments, PAT, REC and RPO, would form part of its instrument mix.\(^{20}\) An Indian Carbon Market (ICM) should serve as a carbon financing platform to mobilize finance and technology towards decarbonisation of the economy, helping to achieve India’s 2030 NDC target and net-zero by 2070.\(^{21}\)

\(^{16}\) Distribution companies (DISCOMs) are utility companies that typically purchase power from generators and sell it to consumers.

\(^{17}\) See https://beeindia.gov.in/en/perform-achieve-and-trade-pat-
08:--text=PAT%20cycle%20%E2%80%93%20III%20was%20notified.Power%20Plant%2C%20Railways%20and
%20DISCOM

\(^{18}\) These are electricity generation facilities used and managed by an industrial or commercial energy user for their own energy consumption.


\(^{20}\) India’s Updated First Nationally Determined Contribution Under Paris Agreement (2021-2030) <https://unfccc.int/sites/default/files/NDC/2022-
08/India%20 updated%20First%20 Nationally%20 Determined%20 Contrib.pdf>

4. Interactions between instruments

4.1 Introduction

Building upon the preceding section, this section will outline the interactions between the various instruments, paying particular attention to the pitfalls to be avoided by policy makers. It will examine the problem of windfall profits, economic downturns, the waterbed effect, interactions between energy taxes and emissions trading systems, and between carbon tax design of biofuels and land use changes and competition concerns, and concurrent competences (overlapping mandates) and double regulation. Examples will be taken from experiences in the European Union.

4.2 Windfall profits

A ‘windfall profit’ commonly refers to a sudden and unexpected gain. Such benefits can also arise in the context of climate change policies, more specifically in the context of allocating allowances under an emissions trading system. Several emissions trading systems employ free allocation mechanisms in respect of emission allowances, frequently based on historical emissions (‘grandfathering’). Such allocation choices have given rise to both challenges and opportunities. While grandfathering is often more acceptable for covered entities, it may be difficult to explain to the general public why nevertheless product and energy prices increase. On the other hand, windfall profits can be transferred to the government or used to further climate change objectives. The latter point thus makes windfall profits relevant from an instrument interactions perspective because windfall profits can create opportunities for more ambitious climate policies.

The most prominent challenge perhaps has to do with considerations around public acceptability of any instruments. This can best be explained by means of an example. In the EU ETS power generators who received allowances for free on the basis of grandfathering still increased their prices to consumers. Both industrial customers and households found this ‘unfair,’ and politicians found it difficult to explain to the general public why prices increased even though energy companies received the allowances for free. These profits were described as ‘windfall’ profits.

Power generators face steeply sloped demand curves (economists say they face inelastic demand) entailing that even when electricity prices increase, consumers will only be able to reduce their consumption very little and hence pay higher energy bills. This is the reason why energy companies were able to swiftly pass the increase in production costs on to consumers, even though they had received allowances for free.22

Windfall profits also give rise to opportunities. Firstly, such profits can for example be transferred to the government. This is what happened in the European Union context. Here the problem of ‘windfall profits’ was addressed in the third trading phase of the EU ETS (2013-2020) by obliging energy generators to purchase their allowances at auction. This intervention turned the windfall profits into government revenue. However, due to the indirect effects on electricity prices for heavy industry consumers, the EU later introduced specific rules enabling Member States to grant such companies an indirect cost compensation in the form of state aid.

Secondly, windfall profits can also create opportunities for more investments in climate friendly technology. Windfall profits could be used by covered entities for this purpose. The experience of the European Union has, however, shown that energy generators were happy to invest in coal fired power plants because the break-even point on such investments was reasonably short. Needless to point out that there are better alternatives from a climate perspective. Even if emissions trading creates windfall profits that could have been used for climate friendly investments, it would appear that additional instruments should be used to offer adequate incentives for covered entities to channel such windfall

22 Production costs increased because tradable allowances represent a production input and have a market value.
profits towards climate friendly alternatives. Command-and-control type of regulation could be used, for example, to prevent the building of new coal fire power plants. The requirement for attaining a building and operation permit for a coal fired power plant could be made conditional upon phasing out less efficient power plants, or the required efficiency level of new plants could be increased.

4.3 Economic downturns

Economic downturns occur occasionally. An economic downturn puts businesses and consumers under financial constraints and often reduces public acceptance of climate policy measures. In addition, an economic downturn may also directly impact the short- or long-term effectiveness of the climate policy instrument. If an instrument mix is used to attain a climate target and one of the instruments relied upon performs less well, other instruments need to be sharpened to mitigate risks that all aspects of climate policy targets will not be reached.

Command-and-control type of regulation and carbon tax rates do not change with the (macro) economic situation. This is different, however, for ETS. Demand for emission allowances declines when economic activity contracts and thus the price for such allowances declines as well. This means that allowances are cheaper, and it is easier for companies in economically difficult times to meet their compliance obligations. This is generally deemed to be desirable. Under a cap-and-trade emissions trading system the environmental effectiveness is safeguarded. The depleted allowance price, however, reduces the investment incentives for green technology and thus impedes the climate transition of the economy, thus impacting the long-term effectiveness of the climate change policy. Here other instruments can be used in addition to reinforce the attainment of all climate policy targets. An example from the EU experience will show this point.

The European climate policy consists of three pillars: energy efficiency, emissions trading and renewable energy. The flagship of the policy instrument mix is the EU ETS. Its allowance prices should in effect drive investments in renewable energy and energy efficiency. The EU ETS started with a learning-by-doing phase. Since the allowance price is determined by demand and supply, forecasting allowance prices was at that stage inherently difficult, but the European Commission suggested that it would be around 30 Euros per ton of CO2 equivalent. Market actors were also convinced that the market was short, i.e. that supply of emission allowances was limited, and market prices quickly approached 27 Euros per ton of CO2. Following the first words of caution of the European Commission that the market was long, the allowance prices halved by May 2006 and by October of the same year were at around 10 Euro cents. There was thus an over allocation of emission allowances that some national governments have been affording covered entities. Since the first trading phase was presented from the beginning as a ‘learning-by-doing’ phase, and actual emissions data was available to re-calibrate the emissions trading system, trust in the EU ETS persisted and allowance prices for the second trading phase increased initially towards 30 Euros.

By end of 2007 the global economic downturn of the Great Depression (2007-2009) had taken hold of the European Union and economic activity declined. By the time the economic crisis unfolded its full impact, the rules for the 2009 reform preparing the third trading phase (2012-2020) had already been drafted. This effectively obstructed the taking of swift responses to the excess supply situation that emerged as a result of the declining economic activity. Naturally allowance prices fell again (to 3.5 Euros in 2013), as it became apparent that there were too many allowances available for purchase, rendering the market long until 2023-2024. Given that the EU ETS was designed as a cap-and-trade system, it did not impaire the realization of the Union’s short term EU ETS climate emissions targets.

---

23 See section 2.2. 
24 See also Stefan Weishaar, Kateryna Holzer and Bingyu Liu, Incentivizing carbon transition – a comparison of carbon trading in the EU and China (2022) in Reins, L., and Verschuuren J. (eds.) Research Handbook on Climate Change Mitigation Law, Edward Elgar. 
25 Entailing that the non-covered sectors of the economy had to shoulder a higher burden of the emission reductions to realize national climate targets.
These were realized, at lower costs. The transition of the economy did, however, not take place and the transition in flanking policy fields of energy efficiency and renewable energy did not materialize as hoped. Covered industries did not decarbonize and renewable energy transition and energy efficiency policies were lagging behind.

In order to support the effectiveness of the flanking policy fields, other instruments are needed. These could take many different forms including inter alia subsidies, feed-in-tariffs, production quotas, etc. This example underlines the important insight that at times of economic downturn other instruments in an instrument mix need to take over in case an emissions trading system does not set an adequate price to incentivize investments in green technology.

In the alternative, the emissions trading system could be designed to avoid long term depression of the allowance price. Also, here the EU ETS can serve as an example. Under the EU ETS the excess supply problem was addressed by several complex steps: the use of offsets was severely restricted, by back-loading (postponing) the auctioning of allowances to the end of the third trading phase, by increasing the annual carbon emission reduction factor and by introducing the market stability reserve (MSR) that was later strengthened. It took several years until the excess supply situation was effectively addressed. More simple measures, such as reserve price auctioning that could have been quicker in addressing such a situation, were deemed to be politically undesirable.

The examples above underscore the need for a pragmatic approach to the instrument design and the policy objectives and that it is important to have an environmental policy in place that is capable of dealing with economic downturn situations.

4.4 Waterbed effect

The waterbed effect encapsulates the idea that a push-down in one policy area leads to an increase somewhere else. Emissions are thus mainly displaced and not actually reduced. A waterbed effect can arise in conjunction with a carbon tax or a command-and-control measure. These two situations will be presented below.

Firstly, when carbon taxes and emissions trading systems operate side by side, highly relevant interactions for both covered entities and the environment arise. The example of a ‘waterbed effect’ presented below stems from the experience of the EU ETS, where the ETS is broader in its jurisdictional scope than national carbon tax schemes.

The EU ETS constitutes a policy field that is governed by harmonized EU legislation, leaving Member States little sovereignty to adopt their own measures. National measures are only permitted in so far as they do not interfere with the EU ETS. Since for Member States the route of altering the EU ETS is effectively foreclosed, many have opted to introduce their own carbon taxes instead. These tax schemes can also apply to aspects that already fall under the EU ETS, entailing that there might be an additional administrative and economic burden on those entities. Importantly, however, there is an additional implication of this interaction. Carbon emission reductions undertaken by individual EU Member States and that have the effect of reducing the emissions of companies that are covered by the EU ETS have very little impact on overall European emissions because the emission allowances that are ‘saved’ in one jurisdiction are available for use by companies in other jurisdictions (a displacement effect). Moreover, the overall emission allowance prices are depleted as overall demand is reduced, entailing that relevant investments in climate transition may not take place, and that also fewer investments in energy efficiency and renewable energy may be incentivized by the EU ETS. The overall environmental effect of domestic carbon tax schemes is thus diluted through the EU ETS.

Secondly, a waterbed effect can also arise in conjunction with a command-and-control measure. For example, when a coal phaseout policy is to be augmented by a carbon pricing instrument to reinforce carbon mitigation efforts across several sectors. If the carbon pricing instrument also extends to energy and heat generation, instrument choice is critical. Generally, there is a choice between a carbon tax or
an ETS. A carbon tax levied across several sectors will reinforce climate efforts. By contrast an ETS will give rise to a waterbed effect that reduces the instrument’s effectiveness. The price of emissions trading allowances, even if based on a cap-and-trade scheme, will decrease with the coal phase out. This reduces the carbon emission price and the measure’s effectiveness. In such contexts a carbon tax may offer a stronger and more reliable price signal and incentive for industry to invest in carbon efficient technology.

4.5 Excise duties on electricity and ETS

The EU ETS was introduced in 2005 to cover greenhouse gas emissions. Before then, the EU Energy Tax Directive (ETD) (excise duty on energy products) was introduced in 2003 to widen the scope of the minimum tax rate system of 50 Eurocents per Mwh on electricity out-put to all energy products, including coal, coke, natural gas and electricity so as to set incentives to enhance energy efficiency, to introduce some harmonization in the market and to reduce emissions. Prior to the ETD, mineral oils such as gas oil and gasoline, were already covered by harmonized EU legislation since 1993. The EU ETS thus puts a price on carbon emissions at the point of electricity generation while by contrast the ETD puts an excise duty on electricity output independent of the fuel inputs. Both instruments have the effect of increasing energy prices and are therefore to a certain degree overlapping in scope.

A comparison of the cost burden created by the ETD and the EU ETS during the years 2008-2013, where the EU ETS allowance prices per ton of CO₂-equivalent were around 13 Euros, shows that the ETD is an important complement to the ETS in setting an implicit carbon price for electricity by way of an excise duty on the consumed electricity. Often the cost burden created by the ETD is that of the EU ETS. It has, however, also been shown that the cost burden of energy taxes is lower for countries with more carbon intensive electricity generation, especially in the case of large enterprises, thus failing to make polluters pay more. Here the EU ETS was clearly more successful. This example shows that even though combining two systems, an ETS on greenhouse gas emissions and an energy tax levied at consumption level, can have important synergy effects, even though it does lead to overall higher costs.

4.6 Biofuels and sustainability, land use changes and competition concerns

Replacing fossil fuels with biofuels can, especially for countries with rich biofuel raw material resources, be part of the road towards reaching set climate goals by reducing carbon emissions. On the other side, production chains of these biofuels, from feedstock production to end use, need to be sustainable to not be in conflict with other goals set to help achieve sustainable development. One example is the sustainability criteria laid down in EU legislation, ensuring that biofuels which may be used to fulfill set climate targets or receive subsidies must fulfill certain detailed criteria, for example relating to land-use changes for different crop groups and respecting limits for quantity of crop-based biofuels. Exempting biofuels from a carbon tax may in some jurisdictions, as in the EU, be considered as a state aid (subsidy) which can only be granted under certain conditions.

Setting detailed provisions for carbon emissions reduction and establishing quantitative biofuel limits can be seen as an unnecessary administrative burden with limited added value. This is particularly the case for countries rich in forest resources that already enforce strict agricultural and forestry policies and thus likely to be using these resources for biofuel production as one way of reaching climate targets. Such a quantitative restriction would be readily apparent and easily applicable for jurisdictions where the forestry sector is smaller or less sustainable and more biofuel would derive from land use changes. A policy maker assessing the fuels to be covered by a carbon tax thus may need to consider restrictions that may occur from other parts of the country’s legislation, such as sustainability criteria, ways to fulfill national climate targets and competition law. In particular this may give rise to interaction and conflict if the same rules should apply to multiple jurisdictions. Moreover, concerns relating to the distortion of competition can give rise to derogations and thus place additional burden on administration and administration and

companies alike. At the same time, it may undermine the environmental effectiveness of the tax measure.

4.7 Concurrent competences and double regulation

Concurrent competences (overlapping mandates) of qualified authorities can give rise to double regulation as well as other issues. Double regulation occurs when multiple policies are used towards the same goal, and the combined effects of these policies make the goal less cost efficient to reach, than through a single well-designed policy instrument. The issue is not exclusive to jurisdictions with concurrent competencies. The effect of multiple policies, such as a tax combined with specific requirements on technology or a tax and an ETS together tend to be less efficient than a tax or ETS alone, because the additional requirements make it less flexible for the entities operating under the policy. This means that emission reductions are not done at the lowest cost, and better effect would be achieved by adjusting tax or ETS level, rather than adding additional policies.

However, in some situations, such as the presence of multiple externalities or when the effects of an environmental problem are different on local, regional or global level, multiple policy instruments can lead to a more cost-efficient outcome. Car traffic can be used as an example, and while the effects of carbon dioxide from combustion are global and can be efficiently regulated by a uniform carbon tax, car traffic in cities may have health effects that do not occur in more loosely populated areas, and that may require additional policy.

Other issues with concurrent competences include ‘turf-wars’ where authorities seek to gain more influence over a particular policy area, or competent authorities may decide not to act at all and attribute the responsibility to the other authority, thus leaving a policy area un-regulated.

Mexico can serve as an example. Mexican climate policy is taking place both at federal level (ETS and carbon tax) and at state level (carbon and environmental taxes). Not only are federal institutions involved but also often two actors at state level (Ministries of Finance and Ministries responsible for Environment or Sustainable Development or the Tax Administration Service). The state-level carbon tax schemes cover several greenhouse gases and thereby go beyond the federal carbon tax scheme. They also regulate downstream and hence come with a higher administrative burden, monitoring, reporting and verification obligations and often require the keeping of a Pollutant Emissions Book.

In Baja California the constitutionality of the environmental tax was challenged. The tax applied to entities and individuals with installations or a “fixed place of business” where goods (e.g., gasoline, diesel, natural gas and liquefied petroleum gas) that generate pollutants are sold to final consumers. Regulatees alleged that the tax violated Article 73 of the Political Constitution of the United States of Mexico which attributes the power to impose special taxes on gasoline and other petroleum products to the Federal legislator. The state tax was declared unconstitutional in 2021 for trespassing the federal power to tax fuels.

5. Conclusion

This paper presented the advantages and disadvantages of the main policy instruments that can be used to fight climate change from an interdisciplinary Law & Economics perspective. Each instrument has its particular strengths and weaknesses and is employed in country-specific contexts. Several examples of different instruments used in different jurisdictions have been described to show different approaches that are followed in practice.

Any choice of instruments must take diverse considerations into account. Special attention should therefore be paid to what is actually feasible, both in terms of administrative capacity, as well as economically and socially. Policy makers need to balance different societal interests and clearly
determine their policy objectives in order to be able to select an instrument and to determine its precise
design features so as to realize the long-term climate policy ambition and to set adequate investment
incentives to foster emissions reduction.

Oftentimes not a single instrument but a combination of various carbon policy instruments will be
employed. These should ideally work in harmony with each other. These are commonly described as
'smart mixes'. Instrument mixes may combine pricing instruments such as carbon taxes and emissions
trading with regulatory command-and-control type of measures, but they could also extend to other
public law fields (procurement rules, criminal law and procedural rules relating to access to information
and justice) and specific regulatory instruments, such as corporate codes of conducts or labeling and
certification. When several instruments are combined, they will often impact each other. They can either
be reinforcing, neutral or countervailing. This text has highlighted several pitfalls for consideration by
policy makers. These pitfalls relate to windfall profits, economic downturns, the waterbed effect,
interactions between energy taxes and emissions trading systems, and between carbon tax design of
biofuels and land use changes discussed in section 4.

Furthermore, the complexity of governance in climate policy can lead to inefficiencies and even legal
challenges. While concurrent competences might sometimes be justified due to the multi-faceted nature
of environmental problems, they can also result in "turf wars," confused responsibility, and reduced
policy effectiveness, calling for a more streamlined and coherent regulatory framework.
Annex: Technical note on carbon taxation

The idea of using taxation to address pollution dates back to Arthur Cecil Pigou’s seminal work on ‘The Economics of Welfare’ (1920). The basic idea is that pollution creates a detriment to society that is not taken into account by the private decision makers, the polluters. When pollution is costless for polluters, it is external to their decision making process. We thus describe pollution as an ‘externality’, as something that is not considered by decision makers. Externalities are thus detriments caused to society by production that are not taken into account by producers since they do not form part of their production costs. At the market equilibrium, the intersection between the private marginal costs and the demand curve, externalities are generated that are not compensated by societal benefits. This is represented by the orange triangle in the graph.

Society would be better off if we were able to produce at the intersection of the social marginal cost curve and the demand curve. At this new equilibrium prices are higher and the quantity lower, but society is better off because pollution is avoided. According to Arthur Cecil Pigou one can achieve this by simply introducing a tax covering the vertical distance between the private and social costs for each level of output. Economists describe this process as ‘internalizing the externalities’, as bringing the social costs into the market price mechanism of private actors. Graphically this is shown by the green area.
For each unit of production polluters will take full note of the societal costs. The externalities have been internalized, brought into the market price mechanism and are thus part of the decision-making process of producers.

The Pigouvian tax is a beautiful theoretical idea! But setting an optimal Pigouvian tax is very difficult – to say the least. There are many practical information problems.

To set an optimal Pigouvian tax for climate change one needs to have at least adequate information on at least the following issues:

- assessment of the environmental damage for each level of production
- information on the marginal production costs for each level of production
- intergenerational assumptions on preferences
- assumptions on adaptation and technological change
- information on the discount rate.

Although the theory of externalities and Pigouvian taxation are the conceptual frameworks behind determining carbon tax rates, in practice there are more realistic approaches such as the ‘Standard and Price Approach’, which was proposed by Baumol and Oates in 1971. They proposed that the government should set an acceptable pollution level and set a tax in such a way that the desired pollution level would be reached.
This approach bears tribute to the information problems which are troubling Pigouvian taxes. A tax in the Baumol and Oates tradition can also lead to the full internalization of externalities. Full internalization will be achieved if the social optimal level of production is taken as a starting point. The tax rate to be levied simply needs to be equivalent to the difference of the social and private marginal cost at this socially optimal quantity. This is indicated by the yellow arrow. The tax rate is applied uniformly to each level of output. The amount of tax revenue raised by the government is larger than that of a tax in the Pigouvian tradition.

In case determining the optimal standard is challenging, the Standards and Price Approach can be further simplified by setting an emission reduction target (the pollution standard) and a tax rate (a carbon price) consistent with a country’s already existing climate change goals.

This approach avoids the complexity of having to identify the social optimum level of output or the optimal tax rate. Commitments under the Nationally Determined Contributions (NDC) can for example serve as the standard. Given the high level of uncertainty in setting the effective carbon tax rate, an initial carbon price can be set and adjusted by trial and error over time so as to reach the target.

It does require, however, strong and continued political commitment because the tax rate must be adjusted regularly solely on the basis of environmental objectives. For more information on practical approaches to carbon taxes see Chapter 5 of the UN Handbook.